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Super Glue Corporation recently launched new in-store signage to
help customers choose the right glue – fast. With a history of
consistently being at the forefront, in the lab, with technically
advanced instant adhesives along with a wide range of epoxies,
contact cements, sealants, anaerobics, white glues, etc., Super Glue
Corporation is now going the extra mile to offer a cutting edge solution
for consumers at the point of purchase.
Read Full Article

RC Modelers Use Threadlockers
To Reinforce Screws, Nuts, and
Bolts

Threadlockers are very helpful anaerobic adhesives. They come in a
wide range of strengths, and varieties that work best on specific
substrates (non-metal, plastic, and metal), but the most common are
blue (removeable) and red (permanent) threadlockers.
[PHOTO CREDIT: RC Universe Greg Covey article]
Read Full Article

2010 Winter Olympics Musings

What would this month have been without the Winter Olympics to
watch on tv each evening? All of the gifted, committed athletes
gathering together, in Vancouver, from around the globe, hoping to
achieve their personal best and maybe even bring home a medal!
Each event is exciting and each personal story so inspiring. All of the
daily effort, hard work, drive and support it takes to reach this
pinnacle of excellence is truly motivational. The side story to all of this
is what impacts everyone who watches even just one of the events or
hears just one of the personal stories. Events like the Olympics
remind us that passion and focus are critical to success!
[PHOTO CREDIT: www.vancouver2010.com]
Read Full Article

Magnets Make Super Glue A
Temporary Solution

As many people know, or find out, super glue is an awesome problem
solver, but it involves good news and bad news. Good news = it’s a
pretty permanent solution, and sometimes, bad news = it’s a pretty
permanent solution. We recently came across a great, creative blog
post by Id where he combined magnets and super glue to design a
temporary, permanent fix for adding extra USB ports to his desktop
PC while enabling the ports to also be easily transfered to his laptop
as well.
[Photo Credit: IdShed blog]
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Accutool + Tea Bag = Fingernail
Fix

Weather, water, health and lots of other issues can cause fingernails
to be brittle and crack or tear. Super Glue Corporation’s own Susie M.
recently had a nail tear stretching horizontally across her nail. She
remembered reading about a quick fingernail fix in Real Simple
magazine a few years back so she decided to give it a try. The result
was terrific!
[Photo Credit: Embrace Your Heart blog]
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